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To the ministers of Qld Parliment,
                                                             I am writing to let you know of my sense of horror and
 shame concerning the current bill on abortion laws that has been put forward for
 legislation.  So much is wrong about it!  I am a woman, and understand the oppression of
 women's rights, but I don't think any women should have the right to terminate a
 pregnancy at any time, but to give the freedom that this bill seeks is nothing short of
 shocking.  What are we thinking????  When a princess or famous person is pregnant it's
 reported with robust joy, and is titled, received, as a human being with excitement.  It's a
 boy!  It's a girl!  Yay! The world follows "the bump" with the understanding of the human
 content.  Yet in the same breath we say oh dear, you're pregnant, but that's ok  you don't
 have to have this baby, just kill it.  Oh such  hypocrisy .  I have family members and friends
 who have aborted a pregnancy and the pain of what they have done never seems to leave
 them and manifests in different but always harmful ways.
Women must have their rights recognized, yes indeed, but for every human being a line
 must be drawn, for the sake of law, order and the moral fibre of a community, the city,
 the state, the country, the world.  Children, tiny babies, are the ones who need their rights
 upheld and stood up for.  After all the right to life is just as surely the right of the helpless,
 the vunerable, the undervalued, the ones  with out a voice???????  The unborn!!!!!!!
I am so disallusioned with politics these days I vote soley on how my local member stands
 on issues such as this!
Hoping good sense, and care for the helpless will throw this bill put forward, into the
 rubbish bin where it belongs.
Regards Robyn Kannan 
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